FAIRFIELD
Institute of Management & Technology

Cordially Invites

THE STUDENTS
THEIR PARENTS/GUARDIAN TO
JOIN US IN

ORIENTATION 2022

with
MR. RAJESH AGGARWAL
BUSINESS THINKER | AUTHOR | MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
Date & Time

27 SEPTEMBER 2022

11:00 AM ONWARDS

BA-LLB (INT.) | BBA-LLB(INT.) | LL.M
BBA(GEN.) BCA | B.COM.(H) | B.ED. | BA-JMC
BA.(H)-ENG. | BA.(H)-ECO.
TOP 7 STRATEGIES
How to Achieve Success in your CAREER?

1. KNOW YOUR SELF
2. SELF DISCIPLINE
3. LEARN SKILLS LIKE COLLABORATION, COMMUNICATION, LEADERSHIP, TIME MANAGEMENT
4. POSITIVE ATTITUDE
5. THINK OUT OF THE BOX
6. FOLLOW YOUR HEART
7. GO THAT EXTRA MILE - WORK HARD

with
MR. RAJESH AGGARWAL
BUSINESS THINKER | AUTHOR | MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
Venue
FIMT INSTITUTIONAL CAMPUS
WING -A
AUDITORIUM
KAPASHERA, NEW DELHI -110037
JOIN US IN OUR RACE TO ATTAIN Global Excellence in Knowledge Economy

IGNITE THE SPARK IN YOU... GET READY FOR AN INFINITE LEARNING

www.fimt-ggsipu.org